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ABOUT MUSIC FOR JUSTICE

Geno Delafose

Step into the rhythm of Mardi Gras
magic in the heart of downtown Los
Angeles and celebrate NLSLA’s work at
our third annual Music for Justice.
Hundreds of NLSLA’s supporters from
law firms, businesses, and the community
will come together for an evening of lively
entertainment to champion NLSLA’s
mission in advancing equity and justice in
Los Angeles County.

This year, guests will revel in the sounds
of Grammy-nominated Geno Delafose
and his band French Rockin’ Boogie, as
they bring the spirit of Louisiana to life
with their unique blend of Zydeco,
Cajun, and Country Western music.
They will be joined by Gumbo Child,
LA’s favorite, as they take you on a
musical journey through the streets of
the Big Easy.

Proceeds from the event make NLSLA’s
work to advance equity and justice in Los
Angeles possible.



Neighborhood Legal Services of Los Angeles County (NLSLA) is a steadfast advocate for individuals, families,
and communities throughout Los Angeles County. Through a combination of direct representation, policy
advocacy, and impact litigation, NLSLA reduces the effects of poverty in Los Angeles’ low-income
communities, supports the development of opportunities for individuals and families to move themselves out
of poverty, and protects and enforces the legal rights of people by ensuring access to our justice system.

NLSLA attorneys—work in offces, courthouses, and clinics throughout the county—specialize in areas of the
law that disproportionately impact low-income people, including affordable housing and eviction defense,
access to public benefits, support for domestic violence victims, access to healthcare, worker and consumer
rights, services for justice-involved adults and youth, education rights, and employment and training.

ABOUT NLSLA

HOUSING & HOMELESSNESS
PREVENTION

NLSLA works to preserve affordable
housing and rent control, prevent

unlawful evictions and foreclosures, and
fight discrimination in Section 8 and

other government-subsidized housing.

ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE
NLSLA works to widen access to healthcare
and offers assistance to people struggling to

get coverage and resolve problems with
health plans. The organization also partners

with doctors in community clinics and
hospitals to identify and address legal issues
impacting individual and community health.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE &
FAMILY LAW

NLSLA supports survivors of domestic
violence in finding independence and
stability. The organization helps with

restraining orders, child custody, divorce
proceedings, and parentage.

PUBLIC BENEFITS
NLSLA helps low-income individuals
receive and keep the public benefits
that they need to meet their basic

needs like food, housing, healthcare,
and employment.



PRESENTING PLATINUM GOLD SILVER BRONZE

LEVELS OF SUPPORT $25,000 $15,000 $10,000 $5,000 $2,500

PRE-EVENT RECOGNITION

Invitation (via email) X X X X X

Email Blasts X X X X X

Website (event page) X X X X X

Exclusive Social Posts X X X X X

Newsletter (6,000 supporters) X X

ON-SITE RECOGNITION

Logo on Event Banner X X X X X

Recognition in Live Program X X X

Logo at Sponsors' Seating Area X X X

TICKETS & PARKING

Number of Tickets 20 15 10 10 6

VIP Lounge Area 1

VIP Tables (4 seats) 2 1

VIP Parking Spaces 3 2 1

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS
Joining us as a sponsor is a unique opportunity to engage summer associates, clients, and
community leaders while furthering NLSLA's mission to expand access to justice for all. 

INDIVIDUAL TICKETS: $150

CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE
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For information about tickets and sponsorships, please contact
Elizabeth Weinberg, Vice President, Marketing & Development:

elizabethweinberg@nlsla.org or (818) 291-1774.

SPONSORS:

Barbara Frankel Kamenir Donor Advised FundCharlotte Kamenir Sandra Kamenir

Janice and Benjamin Reznik Yvonne Mariajimenez & Jim Rutkowski


